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ABSTRACT 
Let n, m be positive integers, H a subgroup of the symmetric group of degree m, 
and x: H + C a character of degree 1 on H. We defined the generalized m th 
decomposable numerical range of an n x n complex matrix A (associated with, H and 
x) to be the set 
W,*(A)= {(K(A)x*,r*)lx* isdecomposable, (Ir*Il=l}, 
where K(A) is the induced matrix of A associated with H and x. We determine 
those linear operators on the vector space of n X n complex matrices which preserve 
the generalized mth decomposable numerical range of each n X n complex matrix. 
The result is a generalization of ,some works of Marcus, Filippenko, Pellegrini, and the 
author himself. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let n, m be positive integers, and denote by C nXm the vector space of 
n x m complex matrices, by H a subgroup of S,, the group of permutations 
of the set {l,..., m}, and by x: H + @ a character of degree 1 on H. We 
define the generalized mth decomposable numerical range of A E C nxn 
(associated with H and x) to be the set 
W,*(A) = $,d(X*AX) X E cnXrn, &d(X*X)=’ (1) 
in the complex plane, where d : C mxm --) C is the generalized matrix function 
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associated with H and x defined by the formula 
4X) = c xv> fi xtqtp ’ = ('ii) E ‘mXm 
OEH t=1 
For m = 1, Wz( A) is the classical numerical range of A, 
W(A)= {(Ax,x)~x~C”, Ilrll=1}, 
where C” denotes the vector space of complex n-tuples. Pellegrini [5] 
determined the linear operators on a Banach algebra which preserve the 
classical numerical range. Later Marcus and Filippenko [2] generalized the 
result of Pellegrini in matrix version. They determined the linear operators 
which preserve the generalized mth decomposable numerical range for the 
case l<m<n, H=S,,,, and x = the alternating character. Those linear 
operators T are of the form 
T(A) =@J*AU forall AEC~~” 
T(A) = &*A% forall AEQ=“~“, (2) 
where U E C nxn is a unitary matrix and [ is a complex mth root of unity. 
Later the author [9] refined the result of Marcus and Filippenko. The result 
concerns with the structure of the linear operators which preserve the 
numerical radius under the condition W,*(T(Z,)) = W,*(Z,) for the case 
l<m<n, H=S *, and x = the alternating character. It turns out that those 
linear operators are also of the form (2). Instead of considering those linear 
operators on C n Xn, we can also investigate the problem for those linear 
operators on the real vector space of n X n hermitian matrices. An analogous 
result was obtained and is contained in [lo]. 
Another direction is to generalize the nice result of Marcus and 
Filippenko for general m, H, and x, i.e. to determine the structure of the 
linear operators which preserve the generalized numerical range. However, 
the nice form (2) is not appropriate for the case m = n, H = S,, and x = the 
alternating character. That is because a result of Marcus and Moyls [3] states 
that the determinant preservers T are of the form T(A) = UAV where 
U,V ECnxn with det(UV) = 1. Nevertheless, the author [B] settled the 
problem for the case x = 1. (m and the subgroup H of S, are both arbitrary.) 
It turns out that those linear operators are also of the form (2). 
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We hope to find out the common feature for the case x = 1 (m and the 
subgroup H of S, are both arbitrary) and the case 1~ m < n, H = S,, and 
x = the alternating character, in order to obtain a unified extension of the 
results in [2] and [8]. In this note, we give the common feature and obtain a 
unified generalization. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
The generalized mth decomposable numerical range may be ap- 
propriately considered in the context of the symmetry class of tensors over 
C n associated with H and x, denoted by Vx*( H). We now summarize some 
materials in [l]. 
Let QO;l C n be the mth tensor power of C “. The vector space V,“(H) = 
wq;"?, where S(v,@ ... @urn) = (l/lHl)C,,,x(B)~,~l~,, 
C3 . . . @ vo- I(~), is a subspace of 63: C ” called the symmetry class of tensors 
over C n associated with H and x. Those elements in VJ H) of the form 
S(u,@ . *. @v,) are called decomposable tensors and are denoted by 
vi* ... * 0,. The inner product in C n induces an inner product in Vx”( H) 
which has the following effect on the decomposable tensors: 
Let L,n be the set of sequences cx=(cu(l),...,a(m)), l<c~(i)<n, 
i=l ,..., m.Fort=l,..., nandcu~I,,,,letm,(a)bethenumberoftimes 
the integer t appears in (Y, and let II be the number of distinct integers in 
the range of (Y. Two sequences (Y and p in I,,, are said to be equivalent 
modulo H (a - p) if there exists a 8 E H such that B = PO. The fact that H is 
a group immediately implies that the relation - is an equivalence relation 
and thereby partitions I,,,. into equivalence classes. Let A denote a system 
of representatives for this equivalence relation, so chosen that each sequence 
in A is first in lexicographic order in its equivalence class. Define i as the 
subset of A consisting of those sequences w E A such that 
where Hw is the stabilizer of w, i.e. H, = { 6 E H/d = LO}. 
Let AEQ: nXn, and let K(A) be the induced matrix of A. Recall that this 
is the 1 ii tsquare matrix, with rows and columns indexed lexicographically by 
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the set 3, whose (a, p) entry is 
here A[ P]a] indicates the submatrix of A lying in rows p(l), . . . , p(m) and 
columns a(l), . . . , e(m), and AT denotes the transpose of A. Regarded as a 
linear operator on V,“(H), K(A) acts on decomposable tensors according to 
the formula 
K( A)r, * . . . * x, = Ax, * . . . * Ax,, x,,...,r,EC”. (4) 
Suppose the columns of a matrix X E C nXm are xi,. . . , x, in order. By 
using (3) and (4) we have 
&(X*AX) = &[(Axi,xj)] 
=(K(A)x,* ... *xm,xl* ... *xm), (5) 
and (l/]H])d(X*X)=l if and only if ]Jxi* ... *x,]I = 1. Thus from (1) 
and (5) we have another formulation of W,*(A): 
W,*(A) = {(K(A)x*, x*)(x* decomposable, ]Ix*]l= l}. (6) 
From (1) we can see that W,*(A) is invariant under unitary similarity, i.e. 
W;(U*AU) =W,*(A) for all U E U,(C), (7) 
where U,(C) denotes the multiplicative group of n-square unitary matrices. If 
Xi,. . . , A, are the eigenvalues of A, then n:=,xTt(a), (Y E 5, are the eigenval- 
ues of K(A). By the Schur triangularization theorem and (7), we assume that 
A is upper triangular with diagonal entries Xi,. . . , A, in order. Let { e,, . . . , e,, } 
be the standard orthonormal basis of C n. For any (Y E E, let X E C n Xm such 
that the columns of X are e,(i), . . . , e,,,, in order. Then 
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1 WI - -d(X*X) 
i IHI v(o) 1 
=l, 
and 
$-$(A[+]) = fi Xl;+? 
t=1 
Hence W,*(A) contains the eigenvalues of K(A). 
3. SOME LEMMAS 
The following is the well-known elliptical range theorem [4]. 
LEMMA 1. LdAEC,X, with eigenvalues X, and h,. Then W(A), the 
numerical range of A, is an elliptical disk with foci at A, and X,, and minor 
axis of length (trA*A - IX,]‘- ]h2]2)‘/2. 
Let H, be the real vector space of hermitian n x n matrices, and let P,, 
be the convex set of p.s.d. (positive semidefinite) n x n matrices. The 
following lemma is due to Schneider [7]. 
LEMMA 2. Let T: H, + H, be a linear operator such that T(P,) = P,,. 
Then there exists a nonsingular matrix X E C nXn such that 
(a) T(A) = X *AX for all A E H,, or 
(b) T(A) = X *ATX for all A E H,. 
LEMMA 3. lfaE~andaES,,thenacu-yforsomeyE&. 
Proof. If (Y E h and u E S,, then UIY - y for some y E A. Then there 
exists w E H such that ua’w = y and hence H,, = wH,o-‘. Since H,, = H,, 
we have CO E .lx(fl) = CoE ,ax(Q f 0. n 
The following lemma is due to Robinson [6]. 
LEMMA 4. Let A EC,,,. Then W,*(A)CR+ if and only if K(A) is 
p.d. (positive definite). 
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LEMMA 5. Assume that there exists a E A such that ~(a) -C n. Let 
AEQ=,,~“. Then: 
(a) K(A) is p.d. if and only if there exists a complex mth root of unity 5 
such that .$A is p.d. 
(b) W:(A) = { 1) if and only if there exists a complex m th root of unity 
[ such that [A = I,. 
Proof. (a): If 6 is a complex mth root of unity and such that 5A E C n Xn 
is p.d., then K(A) = K([A) is p.d. [l]. Let A E CnXn, and assume that K(A) 
is p.d. Then W:(A) lies on the positive real axis by Lemma 4. By (7) and the 
Schur triangularization theorem, we may assume that A is upper triangular 
with diagonal (Xi,. . . , A,), where Xi,. . . , A, are the eigenvalues of A. We are 
going to show that aij = 0, i < j. If there exists i, 1~ i < n, such that 
a i, i + i # 0, then by Lemma 1, for any purely imaginary 6 with 16 ] > 0 
sufficiently small, there exists a Us E U,(C) such that 
U,*A[i, i + l(i, i + l]U, = 
Define U E U,(C) by U[i, i + l]i, i + l] = Us and U(i, i + l(i, i + 1) = In-e, 
where A(o]/3) indicates the submatrix of A whose rows are those complemen- 
tary to (Y and whose columns are those complementary to p. Then the matrix 
U*AU(i+l]i+l) is still upper triangular with diagonal (X,,...,XiP,,(l+ 
6)hi, hi+a>. . * > A,). Since there exists (Y E 2 such that cl(o) < n, we can find 
a p E A such that mi(P) > 0, mi+l(P) = 0. For if (Y has that property, then 
we are done. Otherwise choose u E S, such that i + 1 E Im U(Y, i E Imao, 
since p(o) < n. There exists /? E E such that /I - UOL by Lemma 3. Let 
X= [IHI/Y(P)]1’2”(U[1,...,nlP])EC.x,. Then 
+,d(X*X) = 
= 1 
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The number @I:_ iXTt@))(l+ 6) *t@) E W,*(A) is not real. This contradicts 
the fact that Wz( A) lies on the positive real axis. Hence a,, i+ i = 0 for 
Ifi~nThisformenablesustoshowthat ai,i+,=Oforl~i<n-lby 
the previous argument. By repeating the process to the consecutive upper 
diagonals, we conclude that A is a diagonal matrix. It then suffices to show 
that there is a complex mth root of unity 6 such that 6X 1 = ]h t( f 0 for ail 
t=l , . . . , n. Let OL E h such that p(o) =C n. We can find a p E 2 such that 
1~ p(p) < n. For if p(a) = 1, then H, = H and ]H,J = CBEN x(0). Hence 
x = 1, and therefore the set of nondecreasing sequences in I’,, ,,ais a subset of 
h [l]. Then there is a p E ?i such that 1 -C p( /3) < n. Let [i, . . . , E, be the 
arguments of Xi,. . . , A, respectively. Since W$( A) lies on the positive real 
axis and IIF= ,A~c(:I(“~) E W,*(A) for all u E S,, we have l-l:= l[~~(Oa) = 1 for all 
(I E S,. For any i @ Imp (1 <p(p) < n), Iet ok = (i, k) E S,, the transposi- 
tion of i and k, where k E Imfi. Then n~=r,$‘~~(Qs) = IJrzl~~~@) = 1 implies 
that cmkCB)nt _+ k&‘;lf(B) = ,$Q@)fll + k[r”8’ and hence 
Therefore (7 = n;_,E~~@) = n;,,.$‘Q@) = 1, i.e., 
of unity for ‘i G Imp. However, for arbitrary i = 1 
<. is a complex mth root 
,..:,n,thereis UES, such 
that i @ Im& and we repeat the above argument. Then we conclude si, 
i=l ,a..> n, are complex mth root of unity. By (8) and the fact that 
l<m,(fi)<m,_we conclude that ti, i=l,...,n, are all the same. Since 
rIr= iXylCa), a: E A, are all positive, we conclude that (h t( + 0 for t = 1,. . . , n. 
w 
(b): By (a) we conclude that there exists a complex mth root of unity < 
such that .$A is p.d. Let pi,. . . , j3, E R + be the eigenvalues of (A. Then 
W,*(A) = {l} implies that nF==,&“‘i(“) = 1 for all o E h. Repeating the 
argument as in (a), we conclude that /3’s are all the same and hence & = 1, 
t=l,...,n. n 
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4. MAIN THEOREMS 
THEOREM 1. Assume that there exists a E h such that ~(a) < n. A 
linear operator T: C n x n -+ C n x n satisfies 
if and only if there exist a complex m th root of unity < and U E U,,(C) such 
that 
(i) T(A)=@*AVforaZZAECnX,,, or 
(ii) T(A)=~V*ATVfiraZZA~C,,,. 
THEOREM 2. Assume that there exists a E 5 such that p(a) < n. A 
linear operator T: H, + H, satisfies 
w7iwA)) = w,*(A) for all A E H, 
if and only if there exists V E V,(C) such that 
(i) T(A)=@J*AVforallA~H,, or 
(ii) T(A) = [V *A% for all A E H,, 
where.$=lifmisodd,and~=lor -lifmiseven. 
Let K, be the real vector space of n X n skew hermitian matrices. 
THEOREM 3. Assume that there exists a E a such that p(a) < n. A 
linear operator T: K, --* K, satisfies 
xi+mA)) = Yi+w for all A E K, 
if and only if there exists V E V,,(C) such that 
(i) T(A)=~V*AUforallAEK,, or 
(ii) T(A) = @LJ *ATV for all A E K,, 
whereE=lifmisoddand[=lor -lifmiseven. 
Proof of Theorem 2. The conditions are clearly sufficient; we are going 
to establish their necessity. By Lemma 5(b), if T(A) = I,, then there exists a 
complex mth root of unity 5 such that (A = I,. Since A E H,, we have E = 1 
if m is odd and [ = 1 or - 1 if m is even. We shall first show that T is 
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nonsingular. Secondly we shall show that (T maps the set of pd. matrices 
into itself. Hence [T( P,,) c P, by the continuity of T. Since T- ’ satisfies 
W,*(T-‘(A)) = W,*(A) for all A E H,, then there exists a real mth root of 
unity 11 such that qT_ ‘( P,,) c P, and qT_ ‘( I,) = I,. Hence q = [- ’ and 
tT(P,) = P,,. By Lemma 3 and the fact that tT(Z,) = I,, we arrive at our 
result. We are now going to carry out our strategy. 
Let A E H, such that T(A) = 0. Since [T(Z,) = I,, we have 
W,*(.$Z, + A) =W:(T(tZ, + A)) = W,*(Z,) = (1). 
By Lemma 5(b), [I,, + A = 0, where [ is a real mth root of unity. Since 
T(A) = 0 and tT(Z,) = I,, we have 5 = [ and hence A = 0. 
Let A be arbitrary p.d. matrix. By Lemma 5(a) and Lemma 4, there exists 
a real mth root of unity { such that {T(A) is p.d. We want to show that 
5 = <. Since 
=Wz(T(A+Z,)) 
=W,*(A+Z,)cR+, 
where lT(A) and tT(Z,) is p.d., by Lemma 4 and Lemma 5(a) we have 
5 = 5. Since A is arbitrary p.d., (T maps the set of p.d. matrices into itself. H 
Proof of Theorem 1. The conditions are clearly sufficient. By Lemma 
5(b) there exists a complex mth root of unity [ such that [T(Z,) = I,. We are 
going to show that tT( H,) c H,. By the continuity of T and the fact that 
every hermitian matrix can be expressed as a difference of two p.s.d. matrix, 
it suffices to show that CT maps the set of p.d. matrices into itself. Let A be 
arbitrary p.d. matrix. By Lemma 5(a) and Lemma 4, there exists a complex 
root of unity 3 such that {T(A) is p.d. Since 
W,*({T(A)+(S6-1)tT(Z,)) =W,*(lT(A+Z,) 
= W,*(T(A + I,)) 
=W,*(A+Z,)cR+, 
where {T(A) and [T(Z,) are p.d., by Lemma 4 and Lemma 5(a) we have 
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l= 5. Hence &‘(H,) C H,. By Theorem 2 and the hermitian decomposition 
ofeveryAEC,,xn, the result follows immediately. n 
Theorem 3 follows from Theorem 2 immediately. 
By putting l<m<n, H = S,, and x = alternating character, we have 
that A is the set of increasing sequences in r,, ,,. Then we have the following 
corollary. 
COROLLARY 1 [2]. Let 1 <m <n. A linear operator T:C,,, * C,,, 
satisfies 
WI,(W)) = W”,(A) forall AEC,,~,, 
if and only if there exist a unitary matrix U E C n Xn and a complex m th root 
of unity E such that 
(i) T(A)=~U*AUforaZZAEQ:nxn, or 
(ii) T(A)=~U*A~U~~~~ZZAEC,,,,. 
By putting x = 1 (m and H are arbitrary), we see that the set of 
nondecreasing sequences in r,,,, n is a subset of A. Then we have the 
following corollaries. 
COROLLARY 2 [8]. A linear operator T : C n x n + C n x n satisfies 
Ym A)) = W,(A) forall AEC,~,, 
if and only if there exist a unitary matrix U E a3 n Xn and a complex m th root 
of unity < such that 
(i) T(A)=,$U*AUforaZZAEC,x,,, or 
(ii) T(A)=&J*ATUforaZZAEC,,,. 
COROLLARY 3 [8]. A linear operator T: H, + H, satisfies 
W,@-(A)) = W,(A) for all A E H, 
if and only if there exists a unitary matrix U E C n Xfl such that 
(i) T(A)=&J*AUforaZZAEH,, or 
(ii) T(A) = &J *ATU for all A E H,, 
where 5 is 1 or - 1 when m is even, and .$ is 1 when m is odd. 
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COROLLARY 4 [8]. A linear operator T : K, + K, satisfies 
W,(T(A)) =%,,(A) for all A E K, 
if and only if there exists a unitary matrix U E C n Xn such that 
(i) T(A)=<U*AUforaZlAEK,, or 
(ii) T(A) = &J *ATU for all A E K,, 
where .$ is 1 or - 1 when m is even, and 5 is 1 when m is odd. 
The author wishes to express his thanks to Dr. Yik-Hoi Au-Yeung for his 
valuable advice and encouragement. 
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